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Dude, Influence Maps  are just a simple and fun challenge... that's all. I'm not trying to change HM's
image. Quite frankly, it's not like every challenge here has been so incredibly original. Many have
been quite similar to other sites I'd belonged to. I'm not sure what you would like me to do. If you
would feel more comfortable if I redesigned the Influence Map template and stamped a big HM on it,
then I'll do that. As previously stated, I feel Influence Maps serve a good purpose, that of allowing us
to see the common interests we have with other members and so in that regard, it is helping HM. I
was pretty happy to find so much common ground with fellow members. I do appreciate you helping
me give it so much "air time" here in the forums and keeping it topical. Just submitting an Influence
Map  would've been nice (and easier) but if you don't want to give anything away about yourself, I
understand completely. 

Okay, you have put in your time here and if you didn't feel thanked for that, well... sincerely thank you
very much! I was a big fan of those classic top images. You do get a pass. BTW, very, very happy to
see you having some fun with the cover flips! I was trying to come up with something that might be
more appealing to you than my first challenge. I'm glad to hear you say that you're still willing to help
out with suggestions and stuff since you'll be picking the next challenge. 
 ...but let Cover Flip run a little while first. Everybody still seems to be having fun with it for now.
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